Implementation


- Review article summarizing OIT literature as well as the Canadian Society for Allergy and Clinical Immunology (CSACI) OIT guidelines with clinical vignettes


- Review and previous continuous assessment program article for the ABAI centered on implementation of OIT in the clinical setting

Outcome Considerations


- Review article highlighting important topics of discussion during initial consultation for oral immunotherapy

Lloyd M, Patel N, Munblit D, Tang ML. Endpoints and outcomes following immunotherapy for food allergy: What is meaningful for patients?. The Journal of Allergy and Clinical Immunology: In Practice. 2023 Feb 1.

- Review article discussing limitations of current outcome measures in OIT trials and considerations on how to communicate these to families

Major Research Articles


- Phase III clinical trial of Palforzia


- Large real-world cohort of peanut oral immunotherapy

https://www.thelancet.com/article/S0140-6736(21)02390-4/abstract

- Randomized control trial of peanut oral immunotherapy in toddlers with an additional arm examining food allergy remission

**Palforzia**

Palforzia package insert: https://www.fda.gov/media/134838/download

**Patient information**

Patient-facing resources from the ACAAI: https://acaai.org/resources/peanut-oral-immunotherapy-oit/